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I. Introduction.
We introduce mixed logit estimation under inequality constraints in order to place a cost on parameters falling outside of the region that is consistent with economic theory. The inequalities we propose appending to the GMM objective function are functions of interest at the level of individual data records or at the level of brands. Two sets of inequalities are the focus of this paper: own-elasticities and margins implied by the demand system and pricing game.
The idea of using implicit or explicit constraints in demand estimation is not new.
Continuous choice demand systems have long been tested for, or had imposed in estimation, agreement with adding up, homogeneity and symmetry, 1 and a small theoretical coherency literature has developed to incorporate inequality constraints for monotonicity, concavity and other properties implied by theory on estimated systems (see e.g., Chua, Griffiths and O'Donnell (2001) , van Soest, Kapteyn and Kooreman (1993) , and Kooremen (1990) ).
What I offer brings inequality constraints to the mixed logit demand systems while expanding both the scale and the scope of approaches applied to continuous demand systems.
To provide a sense of scale, consider that in continuous choice models (AIDS, translog, etc.) , where such testing and restrictions have previously been applied, economic theory constraints generally take the form of equality restrictions on functions of the parameters. These restrictions reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space. By contrast, I propose to place inequality restrictions on functions of interest at the level of individual records, or individual brands. These restrictions do not reduce parameter dimensionality, but rather place a cost on parameters lying in regions of the parameter space where the constraints are violated. For example, a mixed logit demand system produces a different JxJ elasticity matrix for each market-time period, yielding as many own-elasticities as there are data records: datasets with 136,000 observations (as in our illustration), yield 136,000 own-elasticities. These models are complex enough that they sometimes produce a small percentage of positive own-elasticities. Nevo (2000) reported 0.7 percent positive own elasticities. I suggest appending all the own-elasticities onto the GMM objective function to place a cost on violations of demand theory. In this way of thinking, that 1 Chapter 3 of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) provides a discussion and further references on equality constrained estimation for the AIDS and other models. Jorgenson, Lau and Stoker (1982) develop the equality constrained translog model. demand curves slope downward is prior information. By making it costly for the model to violate this prior we tighten the region where parameters may lie and make it more likely to produce results that are consistent with theory.
To provide a sense of scope, consider the matrix form of the Lerner index for multiproduct firms. The key empirical content of the Lerner index is that as long as price $ marginal cost $ 0, the inverse own-elasticity is bounded between 0 and 1. The Lerner index for multiproduct firms also provides 0-1 bounds on a function of inverse own-and cross-elasticities for each product. We can estimate a demand model and evaluate how well the margins derived from it conform with Bertrand profit maximization by checking whether the multi-product Lerner index satisfies the 0-1 bounds for all, or a subset, of brands or products in the data. Alternatively we can append the bounds on the GMM objective function to raise the cost of violating Bertrand profit maximization.
Appending the Lerner index bounds on the objective function broadens the scope of previous approaches in that it brings margins directly into the demand objective. 2 This approach imposes both less and more targeted supply information on demand model estimates than does jointly estimating demand and supply. Appending 0-1 bounds imposes less supply information in that the only component of the supply side that enters are the bounds, and these bounds equal zero unless they are violated. Again, the bounds are evaluated relative to our prior information: a counterfactual Bertrand merger simulation implies a Bertrand prior. If the estimates are consistent with our prior, the bounds shadow price will be zero. In a typical unconstrained optimization with the beer data used in this paper I found that as many as 35 percent of more than 136,000 multiproduct Lerner bounds for beer products are violated with no prior information imposed, while only on the order of one hundred violations remained once the bounds were in place.
Moreover, using bounds targets supply information to the purpose of producing 2 Continuous demand approaches incorporated inequality monotonicity constraints on demand that came from a cost function. The cost function, however, was not a structural supply function, but the expenditure form of demand (see e.g., Ryan and Wales (1998) and Moschini (1999) ). consistency with economic theory, and in this sense they may perform better than jointly modeling demand and supply. We include one joint demand-supply model in our illustration. It produces violations of the multiproduct Lerner bounds at about a 15 percent rate. This is much better than when modeling demand alone, but not as good as produced by focusing the supply structure into the bounds.
Introducing constraints is conceptually similar to the micro moments introduced by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (2004) and Petrin (2002) , both of which used micro moments on consumers second choices to provide more information on substitutes considered by car buyers.
Both concepts bring more information to bear on the demand model to improve the ability of the model to fit moments of interest. A handful of other papers have followed that mix micro and aggregate moments (Hendel and Nevo (2006a,b) and Chintagunta and Dube (2005) ), but a lack of readily available micro data has limited the breadth of these applications. By contrast, the prior information we use is available for all applications.
Not surprisingly, improving the theoretical cohesion of demand model estimates to the proposed supply side structure improves the theoretical consistency of counterfactual exercises.
We assess Compensating Marginal Cost Reductions (CMCRs), Werden (1996) , and simulate mergers for both Miller-Coors and Anheuser Busch-InBev and find that the constraints yield improvements in the margins that we estimate and hence the marginal costs that we back out of the demand model: virtually all margins are in [0,1] and marginal costs are in the range [0,price] . This improves our confidence in the CMCRs and merger simulations.
Other consistency evaluations and constraints are possible. Checking for negative crosselasticities is straightforward, and imposing that all products be substitutes is possible if the estimation is producing complements among products where it is difficult to formulate a reasonable argument in support of complements. If collusive pricing is a consideration for a particular industry, demand consistency can be evaluated relative to this pricing game.
Evaluating consistency with and imposing Stackelberg pricing is possible in principle, but in practice the cost of evaluating the leaders reaction to followers pricing is infeasible for large product level datasets. Given this limitation, we conduct Stackelberg merger simulations using demand estimates obtained under Bertrand margin constraints.
(1)
We introduce Stackelberg merger simulation and find that allowing Anheuser-Busch to be the Stackelberg price leader produces different post-merger predictions relative to Bertrand. This is true whether Anheuser-Busch leads with its flagship Budweiser and Bud Light brands, or with its entire family of brands. Pre-merger, that Anheuser-Busch recognizes beer brands to be strategic complements shows up as positive Stackelberg conjectures. Many conjectures shift in response to the merger; some decrease, reducing some prices and increasing shares of at least some Anheuser-Busch products. It is reasonable to characterize Stackelberg conjectures as a tool that enables Anheuser-Busch to reposition brands post-mergers to a degree unavailable to Bertrand competitors. This paper proceeds by developing the demand model and the constraints in Section 2.
Merger simulation for Stackelberg pricing and implementation issues are discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4 we develop the inequality constrained GMM objective function. Section 5 introduces our dataset and issued faced in estimation. Results are in Section 6; conclusions are in Section 7.
Demand model and constraints
We represent the indirect utility of a consumer i in market m and time period t with preferences (a im ,ν im ,g ijmt ) from the purchase of one unit of the jth product as where we decompose the vector of product characteristics x jmt = { x 1jmt ,x 2jmt } into those with fixed coefficients, x 1jmt , and those with random coefficients, x 2jmt . Decomposing x jmt emphasizes the fact that we are not likely to associate random coefficients with each product characteristic in part because of our inability to identify that many random coefficients, and in part because some 4 (2) product characteristics are not good candidates for random coefficients. For example, firms might price discriminate by offering lower per unit prices for larger package sizes, but since there is little variation in available package sizes across markets and time periods the econometrician will not likely be able to explain heterogeneous responses to package size. ], and where we represent by ö the set of products sold by the firm that sells product j. For firms that sell a single product, the right hand side of (5) simplifies to that of the familiar Lerner index, 0 # -e jj # 1. In (5) there are as many margin conditions as there are products in the dataset. In some product markets, it may be reasonable to expect that firms focus more on margins at the brand level, possibly using loss leaders, pricing single sizes of a brand 6 (6) below marginal cost during some sales to build market share. Hence, the above conditions may be too strong. To reset them to the brand level, take the share weighted average of (5) for the set of products within the brand that includes product j, say B, where B 0 ö where .
To form elasticity constraints, we use (4), bounding e jj # 0 for all j. For margin constraints, we bound the right hand sum in either (5) Yang, Chen, and Allenby (2003) . In both the Stackelberg and multilevel case, however, the computational cost of evaluating the reaction functions is quite high, making estimation under either of these constraints infeasible except in small datasets.
Merger simulation
Two topics are discussed in this section. Merger simulation for a Stackelberg equilibrium, and some technical details of our application.
a. Stackelberg merger simulation
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The economics literature on beer has identified Anheuser-Busch as a price leader. Greer (1998) and Tremblay and Tremblay (2005) provide histories of Anheuser-Busch's price leadership and competitor acquiescence as reported in the industry trade press. Rojas (2008) uses the doubling of beer excise taxes in 1991 as a natural experiment to try and identify whether Stackelberg, Bertrand, or other collusive pricing games better fit brewers' responses to this cost shock.
Limited, as we are, to data that precedes both the Miller/Coors and AB/InBev mergers, we cannot compare predictions of the Bertrand and Stackelberg pricing games to post-merger price increases, but we can present predictions on how Anheuser-Busch's strategic response differs pre-and post-simulated merger for both pricing games.
In the Stackelberg pricing game, the first order conditions for profit maximization for We estimate marginal costs by iterating through a fixed point algorithm. Beginning at
equal to a vector of Bertrand marginal costs, we update it using (9) 4 The Appendix in Rojas (2008) , provides solution details.
where markup is the current value of the right hand side in (8). In our experience, setting ω = 0.25 produces a steadily converging sequence of marginal cost estimates.
b. implementation details
We follow the basic approach to merger simulation outlined in Nevo (2000), Peters (2006) and Werden and Froeb (2008) ; for Bertrand games, we use (3) to back out marginal costs,
for Stackelberg games, we solve for marginal costs using (8) and (10). In both games, we then update ownership matrix, O, to its post-merger structure and solve for post-merger equilibrium prices. Beyond this basic approach we discuss two implementation details. First, we discuss our preparation of price and share data for input into merger simulation. Second, we discuss additional structure that we found it necessary to impose on the merger simulation given the large number of products in our product set.
Beer prices and sales, and grocery prices and sales more generally, vary from week-to- More specifically, we defined prices pre-merger to be equal to brand level prices plus a difference, η,
The simulator updates p & B and yields post-merger prices, η remains fixed at its pre-merger values restricting post-merger prices for individual products, , to retain the same absolute relationship to each other that they had pre-merger. These restrictions reduced the number of prices to be solved for from more than150 to 30 and greatly improved merger simulation performance.
Estimation and Inference
We estimate demand using the Nested Fixed Point (NFP) algorithm developed in Berry (1994) and BLP. 7 Without the constraints in place, the objective function is the standard BLP concentrated GMM function of the nonlinear parameters λ = (Γ,Υ),
where W is any symmetric positive definite weighting matrix. We formulate the constraints to
See Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) . 7 The MPEC algorithm of Dube, Fox, and Su (2011) is an alternative approach.
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have smooth first derivatives so as to satisfy standard regularity conditions for optimization and asymptotic normality in Hansen (1982) . The elasticity and margin constraints are specified as The constrained GMM optimization problem takes the form
We formulate the constraints as squared Euclidean norms as they are a natural formulation for constructing the variance estimator for the constrained model. We set η = 50 in all estimation work. At this setting, I(-0.1;η,A) 2 = 0.007, while I(0.1;η,A) 2 = 0.993. As such, it is a slight abuse of language to say that the constraint gets turned off for m ε [0,1] and g #0. More accurately, the cost of the constraint is rapidly diminishing in these ranges. 9 The variance function is formulated in the Appendix.
W.
The Data
Development of the outside share and discussion of instrumental variables are contained in Appendix B in associate file Romeo (2012) .
We use 26 weeks of Nielsen grocery store scanner data, covering the first half of 2008, on beer pricing and sales from 37 Nielsen markets. For product characteristics we include variables for promotions (feature, display, feature and display, and discount), and dummy variables for package size (6, 12, 18, 24, and 30 In the time period of these data, all of these brands were owned by one of five major brewers:
Anheuser-Busch, Coors, Gruopo-Modelo, Heineken, and Miller. Together they accounted for more than 83 percent of the total reported quantity sales. The data also includes hundreds of smaller brands in each market-week. We define five aggregate "brands" (Craft, Import, Premium, Sub-Premium, Super Premium) and create share weighted aggregates of the product characteristics for these brands. With these aggregations in place, the data contain an average of 136 products in each of 37*26 = 962 market-time periods for a total of 130,634 observations. The promotional variables-discount, feature, display, and feature and display-record for each brand the percentage of stores, weighted by All Commodity Volume (%ACV), 10 in which these brands are on sale. All of these promotional variables are likely to be endogenous. There are two possible sources of endogeneity. First, ξ likely includes unobserved advertising that is correlated with observed promotions. Second, since these variables are only observed at the 10 All Commodity Volume is total sales of all products in each store. 13 brand level they are really only proxies for the product level promotion variables. Any measurement error in these proxies gets absorbed into the ξ.
These four promotional variables together with price give us a total of five endogenous variables. We assume that product characteristics are exogenous, and employ these as instruments in addition to the following four sets of variables: own-firm other product instruments of the type described by BLP, lagged share differences, lagged discount effectiveness, and the means of included demographics.
Results
To begin, we estimate the unconstrained model 25 times, from random standard normal starting points, in order to assess the likely number of minima of the unconstrained objective.
This exercise produced four minima.
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The joint demand-supply and the constrained optimizations are then started at these four unconstrained minima. With the product-level constraints applied, the four minima collapsed to a single constrained minimum. This result, in and of itself, is valuable as it enables us, in this instance, to limit attention to a single model with few remaining bounds violations. Beyond that, the parameter estimates and random coefficient functions for the product-level constrained model all agree with economic intuition, something that cannot be said of the unconstrained demand results. The joint demand-supply and brandlevel constraint results ended up somewhere in between. They are more economically defensible than the unconstrained minima, the brand-level constrained model more so than the joint model, but there are still four of them in both cases.
Parameter estimates for our "global" unconstrained, joint demand-supply and brand-level constrained minima and the unique product-level minima are in Table 1 . We limit attention to estimates of parameters with random coefficients (price, discount, light beer and Corona) and parameters for other endogenous variables ( feature, display, and feature and display). Results
We identify unique minima using an eyeball comparison to group outputs from each optimization, and then verify that our groupings each identify a single minimum by evaluating the within group standard deviation of each parameter. In general standard deviations for each parameter are on the order of 0.001 for estimates classified as having the same minimum.
for the three local unconstrained minima, the three local joint demand-supply and the three local brand-level constrained minima are in Appendix Tables C1 -C3 respectively, for your perusal. 12 The constraints have a dramatic affect on the estimates. The price coefficients, for example, increase in magnitude as we move from unconstrained demand system to the unconstrained demand-supply system, to the brand-level constrained system, and finally to the product-level constrained system. For the product-level constrained system, the price coefficient has roughly doubled in magnitude relative to either unconstrained system, thereby making demand more elastic in the constrained models. The parameters, not surprisingly, are more precisely determined in the jointly estimated system and in the constrained models; all the parameters in Table 1 are significant at least at the five percent level with the product-level constraints in place. In addition, the coefficients in the model with product-level constraints, in particular, are more consistent with expectations. For example, the mean coefficients for light beer and discount are both positive and significant indicating that marginal effects on utility of light beer and larger discounts are positive. Discounts are a vertical characteristic with more always preferred to less, and light beer is the only domestic beer category exhibiting positive year-to-year growth since the early 1990s suggesting light beer to be utility enhancing. 13 The brand-level constrained results also shows a positive, though not statistically significant response to discounts, but finds light beer to be utility decreasing. Both unconstrained results indicate that mean utility decreases for both discounts and light beer.
The demographic coefficients are also substantially affected by the constraints. Focusing on the product-level constrained results, the light beer-age interactions show a larger positive affect for both younger age categories indicating both higher levels of utility and heterogeneity from light beer consumption for these age groups. Similarly, the price-age interactions are both negative and significant for this model indicating that demand for beer is more elastic among younger consumers. Price interactions with income show that demand becomes less elastic with Figure 1b show that the constraints moderated the heterogeneity in this relationship. All four models show positive utility for low income levels with the affects trailing off at higher levels, and unreasonably the effects of discounts turn negative at higher income levels. For both constrained models the negative downturn is small, while the unconstrained models predicts substantial decreases in utility with discounting at higher income levels. For this large utility decrease to be economically sound, we would have to postulate the existence of something like a "snob effect:" higher income individuals who turn up their noses at a sale.
The discount-income comparisons in
The Corona-%Hispanic interaction is consistent across all four models: utility of consuming Corona decreases as the percentage of Hispanics in the population increases, and turns negative between about 18 and 22 percent Hispanics in all four models. I cannot offer any clear insights as to why this occurs. I can only postulate that it may have to do with increased competition from other Latin American beers in markets with a large proportion of Hispanics. Table 2 contains statistics for each model in Table 1, while Appendix Table C4 contains the statistics for the remaining local minima for all models. Two things are immediately apparent when examining the table: demand becomes more elastic and the number of Lerner violations decrease as we move from left to right across the table: from the unconstrained demand only model, to the joint demand-supply model, and then to the two constrained models.
Lerner bound violations decrease from more than 30 percent and 15 percent for the two unconstrained models to 5.5 and then 0.09 percent with the brand-and product-level constraints in place respectively. Under either set of constraints, more than 99 percent of individual product demands are in the elastic range, and the aggregate elasticity is likewise in the elastic range.
14 Given the mean outside share of 61.5 percent used in estimation, all our aggregate inside elasticity estimates are in the midst of market elasticities for beer reported in the literature. Table 2 shows aggregate elasticities ranging from -0.908 for the unconstrained model to -1.135 with the product-level constraints in place. The range of estimated market elasticities spans from -0.1 estimated by Clements and Johnson (1983) , to -1.36 in Hausman, Zona, and Leonard (1994) . In between are Johnson, et. al. (1992) at -0.31, Pinske and Slade (2004) at -0.5, Lee and Tremblay (1992) at -0.6, and Hogarty and Elzinga (1972) at -0.9. This wide range of results may be attributable to the different modeling approaches and data sources. All of these authors use continuous choice representative consumer demand systems, Hausman, et. al., and Pinske and Slade use multi-stage budgeting, Clements and Johnson, and Johnson et. al. limit attention to pure time-series. As a result either of data limitations or model specification, or both, all of these papers are conducting inference with data that are more highly aggregated than the data we use.
Turning next to merger simulation, simulate mergers for our global minima using parameters from both unconstrained models and both constrained models. For Stackelberg, we limit attention to the product-level constrained model, but we follow Rojas (2008) and evaluate merger effects under two leadership scenarios:
Anheuser-Busch leads with its flagship Budweiser and Bud Light brands; Anheuser-Busch leads with all of its products.
Focusing on the Bertrand merger simulations in the first four columns, the first two rows for both Cincinnati and Buffalo-Rochester provide city specific aggregate elasticity and marginal cost range violation statistics (these are equivalent to Lerner bound violations) similar to those in Table 2 . These tell the same story of increasing demand elasticity and decreasing bounds violations for the joint model and with brand-level and then product-level constraints imposed.
The percent pre-merger margins in row three are related to the pattern of aggregate elasticities:
as demand become more elastic margins shrink in both markets. The percent CMCR 16 and price change results are less consistent across models. Cincinnati shows the smallest competitive affects with product-level constraints imposed, while Buffalo-Rochester shows the largest CMCR and second largest price change in this case. The details of why this is are buried in the elasticity matrices, key points of which will be discussed below.
Turning to the Stackelberg results, we note that, at the aggregate level, these do not differ substantially from the product-level Bertrand results. The pre-and post-merger leadership strategy results, however, are specific to Stackelberg. All four of these results show that pre-
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InBev owns Labatts, a Canadian beer that has roughly a 10 percent share in BuffaloRochester. We chose Cincinnati because both Miller and Coors have large shares there, and we chose Buffalo-Rochester because that is the US market where Labatt's has its largest share.
16
Mergers are often driven by the potential for merger specific efficiencies. Marginal cost efficiencies reduce upward pressure on prices that results from the merger. Compensating Marginal Cost Reductions, CMCRs, indicate the size of marginal costs efficiencies that would be consistent with zero upward pricing pressure post-merger. Following Werden (1996) , we calculate %CMCR = 100*(mc post -mc pre )/p pre . merger Anheuser-Busch's prices are strategic complements to follower prices. In three of four cases, strategic complementarity gets stronger post merger. One case, in Buffalo-Rochester, where Anheuser-Busch leads with Budweiser and Bud Light, shows the leader's prices becoming strategic substitutes for the followers prices post merger. Underlying this seemingly odd result is Anheuser-Busch adjusting its strategy post-merger. Explicitly accounting for the leader's conjecture of follower price changes gives the leader more ability to adjust its pricing strategy to the post-merger environment than Bertrand allows. To expand upon this and other points, we turn to brand-level elasticity and Bertrand and Stackelberg merger simulation tables for BuffaloRochester in Tables 4-7 . Appendix Tables C5-C8 contain a matching set for Cincinnati with discussion. Table 4 contains a brand-level elasticity matrix for Buffalo-Rochester for the model estimated under product-level constraints. 
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In the Bertrand simulation we list the percent CMCRs while in the Stackelberg simulations we list Anheuser-Busch's optimal response to follower price increases pre-and postmerger. The presence of these conjectures produces very different simulation predictions. They predict that Anheuser-Busch will limit price increases on it's higher margin products, while increasing the price of lower margin Labatt's products more than they would under Bertrand. This is especially true when Anheuser-Busch leads with all of its products as in Table 7 . In this case, we predict that Anheuser-Busch will reduce the price of Busch Light and Bud Light postmerger, each of these having margins in excess of 60 percent, while raising the price of low margin Labatt's Light by 13.87 percent. In total, Anheuser-Busch's share changes indicate that it actually increases its share post-merger from 11.97 percent to 15.71 percent. When AnheuserBusch leads with only Budweiser and Bud Light, it increases the prices of these two products less than it would under Bertrand, and it does gain some share in four of its brands, but its tools to produce markedly different results are limited. Moreover, casting the conjectures as tools provides an explanation for the strategic complements finding in Table 3 .
As shown in Table 3 , the overall Anheuser-Busch price increase in Buffalo-Rochester is muted under Stackelberg relative to Bertrand. Having this additional strategic component available in price setting allows them to better optimize their product repositioning post-merger without raising the prices of their highest margin products. The post-merger finding of strategic substitutes in Table 3 can be explained in this context. Decreasing Bud Light's response to followers prices post-merger was a case of effectively using the conjecture on Bud Light as a tool to limit its price increase, so as to limit its share loss. 
Conclusions
We extend the GMM objective function for mixed logit demand systems to include prior 18 Marginal cost efficiencies were not taken into account in conducting these merger simulations. 19 The discussion associated with the matched set of table for Cincinnati, Tables C5-C8 , tells a very different story. In this case, Anheuser-Busch's strategic response to the Miller-Coors merger causes its Stackelberg price increases to be above the Bertrand level. 20 information. Formally, we impose a cost on violations of downward sloping demand curves and on violating brand-level or product-level Lerner bounds for firms playing a static Bertrand pricing game. Incorporating these priors into the objective raises the cost of the objective producing parameter estimates outside the region that is consistent with economic theory. We show that the resulting estimates accord better with economic intuition than either estimating a demand system alone, or jointly estimating demand and structural supply. Moreover, when product-level Lerner bounds are used, the number of minima for the GMM objective shrinks from four to one in our illustration.
We conduit counterfactual merger simulation exercises using Bertrand and Stackelberg pricing games; for Cincinnati we predict effects from the merger of Miller and Coors, and for Buffalo-Rochester we predict effects from InBev's merger with Anheuser-Busch. We find that (Craft, Import, Sub-Premium, Premium, and Super-Premium) and brands with share < 0.50 percent are excluded from table. In each column: largest cross-elasticity is in bold; smallest is underlined. 
